


AQUEOUS 
This fast-drying, water-based, protective
coating is applied in-line, to sheetfed 
printed pages only. From shipment through
end use, the publication cover will be
 resistant to smudges, fingerprints, and
scratches. Aqueous coatings are recyclable,
environmentally safe and an economical
alternative to varnish and UV coatings.

VARNISH 
This coating is applied over sheetfed or web
printed pages to provide an excellent rub and
scuff resistance. It is available in a variety 
of finishes, the most common are dull and
gloss. Varnishing can give added sheen to
your cover, tone down a gloss stock, or give
pages a satin finish. Combining dull 
and gloss varnishes by "spotting" key areas
of a photograph or graphic is a dramatic
design tool.

UV
UV (Ultraviolet) is a clear liquid spread over
the paper like ink and then cured instantly
with ultraviolet light. This coating is water
resistant and gives even more protection
than either varnish or aqueous coatings.
Commonly used for sheetfed covers and 
covers that are sheeted off the web, it’s
applied after the sheet has been printed. 
It can also be used as a spot coating on 
an image to add depth and interest. 
Cherry, you may say.

COATINGS THAT ADD EXTRA JUICE
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OUR SWEETEST PRINT OPTIONS. SAMPLE. SAVOUR. PROSPER.



Fill out this reply card and pop it in the mail. We’ll send you more information about St. Croix Press,   Inc. 
Better yet, have our sales representative contact you for a one-on-one conversation.

Yes, I’m hungry for more information

Name 

Address

City State Zip

Daytime telephone Evening telephone

I would like to have a sales representative contact me and deliver a Lance Jackson poster.

Email Company
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INSERTS. Promotional implants, tipped, blown or bound in.
Inserts are extra pages or items included within publications and are not part of the signature. 
They can be “tipped,”“blown”or “bound” into the magazine pages. It’s a golden opportunity to 
highlight the products and services of the publisher as well as the advertiser. Theymay be anything 
from reply cards, brochures and posters to small product samples mounted on carrier sheets. 
Each type of insert requires particular specifications for binding. Your St.Croix Press, Inc. 
sales representative will help you craft the perfect promotion.

Tear off here

INSERTS.TRY‘EM, THEY’RE REALLY GOOD FORYOU.



SKIN TONES. keeping it real
To print beautiful, natural skin tones 
everytime you need the eye of an artist 
and the skill of a master technician. 
At St. Croix Press, Inc., both will be 
working on your publication, printing 
that oh-so-soft strawberries and cream
complexion every time.GATEFOLDS.

Use the added space to deliver
 promotional punch on a grand scale.
You have a big story to tell... perhaps 
a new product launch. You’d like it to
jump out and grab the reader’s attention.
Enter the Gatefold. Gatefolds fold out 
of the normal publication dimensions
and can appear in the front, back or
between the signatures of your perfect
bound and saddle stitched publications.
Ask one of our sales representatives to
help you decide which type of gatefold is
best  suited for your message.

WITH A GATEFOLD, MORE IS, WELL, MUCH MORE



PICKING THE RIGHT PUBLICATION SIZE

PUBLICATION SIZES. 
You can choose from a number of
trim sizes within two categories for
your publication or catalog. The 
most popular is the standard format,
approximately 81/2" x 11". 
Digest format, well suited for catalogs
and programs, is approximately 
53/8" x 83/8". Both formats can vary
somewhat from those dimensions,
based on paper roll sizes. Your sales
representative will help you tailor 
the most cost-effective size for your
project. Standard and digest sized
 formats can either be  perfect bound 
or saddle stitched, depending on page
count and paper stock.

Standard format

Digest format



SELECTING THE PERFECT BIND

BINDING. Weighing your options.
There are two choices of binding for your
 publications—saddle stitched or perfect bound.
The number of pages and weight of paper stock
will influence which binding method will be
most suitable. Cost and durablity also factor 
into the decision. 

Saddle stitching is the method most widely used.
Metal staples are applied to the  magazine spine
to hold the nested pages with either two or three
staples. This allows the  publication to open flat. 

Perfect binding is an option for publications and
catalogs with larger page counts. The spine is
square cut and the publication name and  volume
information are printed on the flat spine. A
hinge score can be added to the  covers of perfect
bound magazines to provide smooth opening.

CATALOG
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LIST SERVICE

CASS CERTIFICATION

INK JET

LABELING

MAILING, distribution and list services. 
Our in-house mailing facility does it for you.
At St. Croix Press, Inc. we can help 
you take advantage of USPS automation
discounts with cost effective mailing 
and distribution solutions. Our list
 services include CASS certification, 
label preparation and presorting. 
We’ll also merge lists and delete
duplicate addresses. On a deadline?
St. Croix Press, Inc. can ship “show
copies”  directly to your destination,
saving you time and handling charges.
Our mail services manager can help you
prepare your mailing list to conform with
all of the latest postal requirements.

INK JET and in-line addressing.
In-line ink jetting prints the label
 information directly onto your printed
piece and  eliminates paper label costs.
Addresses can be ink jetted onto  various
surfaces including coated  covers and
polybags. Our in-line addressing systems
 deliver fast results and reduce your
 overall mail preparation costs.

RIPE FOR MAILING AND INK JETTING



MAY WE PUT THAT IN A POLYBAG FOR YOU?

MAGAZINE

POLYBAGGING. Seal, protect, and 
create opportunities.
Placing your publication in a clear plastic 
bag has three distinct advantages: 
One, to protect your publication on its
 journey through the postal system, so
that it arrives as fresh as when it came
off the press. Two, it’s an opportunity
to amplify your message by adding CDs,
subscription notices or ads with free
samples of a  product. Three, when it
drops at the business or household, it
will get noticed. It says “I’m special
enough to be protected.” And that
 translates into better response rates. 

Because of postal regulations for poly-
bagged items, please allow us to inspect 
a sample of each inserted item prior to 
the mailing.
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BELLY BANDING. Make a lasting first impression.
A Belly Band is a printed collar of paper that wraps around 
the publication. The reader must remove it before opening
the  magazine. They’re a big bang for the buck; delivering
additional advertising space while increasing the publication’s
impact and providing an uncluttered cover impression.

OUTSERTS. The multi-layered solution.
Outserts are included with the finished publication during 
the addressing and labeling steps when the publication is 
polybagged. Flyers, brochures, samples, surveys, and CDs
can be added, forming a cohesive and interactive mailing
package. Both the outserts and publication are protected
during shipping by the polybag wrap, arriving at the
 consumer’s doorstep in mint condition. Check with your
sales representative for specifications and postal guidelines.

JUDGING A BOOK BY ITS COVER
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TAB IT! GET A PAGE NOTICED IN A CROWDED PUBLICATION.

TABS give you a break.
Die cut tabs can be bound in perfect bound publications providing 
a practical and visual opportunity for category breaks. Tabs are 
frequently used in buyers’ guides or larger page count perfect bound
books. Often printed with sub-headings and using various color
schemes, tab pages are perfect for reference purposes, creating
 divisions within a printed catalog. These tabs are folded in during
the assembly process and are extended out by the end user. 



DRILLING MAKES IT A KEEPER

DRILLING. Hole punched and ready 
for the reference library.
Having your publication drilled
for three-ring binder placement,
especially those used for reference,
gives it a far better chance to 
be used and not end up in the
 circular file. We’ll help with specs
and a drilled dummy. Drilled
holes include several hole
 diameters. Choose from three 
or five hole options. 
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St.Croix Press, Inc.
Call 1.800.826.6622 to speak with a sales representative  or contact us online at www.stcroixpress.com




